
AFCPC
July 2 Summary

Committee received survey results, cleaning protocols, and a last name data sheet for students 

districtwide to inform the cohort division recommendation.

Meeting began in levels groups with renewed conversation on a hybrid model comparing alternating day 

cohorts with one remote day to consecutive day cohorts with one remote day. A conversation ensued in 

some of the groups on changing the remote day to a Friday (or a Monday) to attach to a weekend which 

was preferred by many parents in a shared Facebook poll. It was acknowledged that parents made up a 

smaller portion of the AFCPC.

In levels groups they also discussed how students would be divided in a hybrid model where half the 

students are home on in-person learning days. There was concern about unintentional segregation of 

students of color or students in poverty if division is done by last name or geography.

Now that the fall return surveys were closed, committee members saw some of the results about hybrid 

preference. Every day with morning and afternoon cohorts was slightly preferred to full day alternating 

day cohorts, and consecutive day cohorts were the third most popular.  Time permitting, elementary 

groups were to consider a districtwide learning management system (Schoology), and secondary was to 

begin discussing how class periods could be divided to minimize transitions and make online hybrids 

more manageable for families.

There was a short discussion of an initial student focus group on fall return preferences. Information on 

that is on the website.  

The group came back and voted, and through an elimination process landed on an alternating schedule 

with 60% of the vote in favor of a Wednesday remote day. An alternating schedule with a Friday remote 

day was 40%.

Day of the Week Group A Group B

Mon On Campus Distance Learning

Tues Distance learning On Campus

Wed REMOTE LEARNING DAY

Thurs On Campus Distance Learning

Fri Distance Learning On campus

The group went over next steps:

● Community Feedback Process to inform the details



● Four town halls - two Elementary and two Secondary feeder pattern in next week or two 
(thoughts) ¬ Smaller work groups simultaneously working on the details ¬ Will be reaching out 
to AFCPC and OFCPC members or let us know ¬ Work with and bargain with Labor Leaders on 
any changes to hours and working conditions as proposed in any plan

● Plan needs to be flexible as it could be altered with DOH changes

● July 20 Board Meeting – hope to approve flexible plan

● Reconvene group in late summer as needed if changes come from OSPI, DOH or L&I.

Group agreed to meet the following Wednesday (7/8) and Friday (7/10) if needed. The agenda for the 

July 8 meeting is:

● Elementary Combined Group decides on Platform

● Secondary Combined Group decides on structure of class periods in hybrid schedule

● Whole Group confirms big recommendations for District Return-to-School Plan

○ Hybrid Model

○ Platform/LMS

○ Staff/Family professional development and supports 

● Information on follow-up small work groups that will provide more detail in the plan (i.e. online 
only model option, family resources, staff professional development, SEL screening and 
supports, etc.)


